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APOLLO GOALS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to identify for the interested

layman the objectives and the performance of Project Apollo.

No other civilian technical project of such singular purpose

has taken so much of national resources of money and manpower.

The consequence is that many questions are posed as to what the

Nation has bought for this investment, and what lasting benefits

will ensue. Also, there are questions about the specifics of

the project and the degree of success attained, beyond the

obvious results of manned flights which are bathed in the full

light of publicity.
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WHAT IS PROJECT APOLLO?

Project Apollo is the 'United States national effort authorized

and funded by the Congress at the request of the President to

conduct a manned landing on the Moon, and safe return of the crew

before 1970. The work of design and construction, of training

and operation, is conducted by the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration, an independent civilian agency of the Government,

with the task assigned to its Office of Manned Space Flight and

to the subordinate NASA field centers. The bulk of the actual

hardware development and construction has been contracted to

private industry under NASA direction.

The Hardware

Apollo can be viewed in several ways. One is the tangible

physical hardware, a total system all of whose parts are required

to attain the goal set by our Government. It consists of launch

vehicles, spacecraft, fabrication, assembly, and testing facilities,

the launch sites, the tracking, control, and command networks

and centers, and the receiving laboratories for the returned

astronauts and lunar samples.

A Program of Objectives

Another way of looking at Apollo is to think of it as the

label applied to a particular bench mark, or rallying point, in

the building and operation of a broad capability to use space for

many national purposes. It has been argued that as thrilling as

a manned landing on the Moon will be, the essential national

reasons for going into space involve much more. These include the
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- necessity to advance science, to provide the pay-off of practical

applications for the economy, and to enhance the defense of the

Nation in an often hostile world. Apollo represented a way of

organizing this great effort with a meaningful time scale to

insure such a comprehensive capability at an early date.

An Enterprise of People

Project Apollo can also be looked at in human terms. It is

the organization whose moving spirit and legal sanction has

brought together into an effective team the astronauts, the

ground controllers, the engineers and the technicians of the

construction forces, the communicators, the laboratory scientists,

the public information officers, the military support elements,

the financiers, the Government and industrial administrators. This

whole formal team numbered something like 300,000 people at its

peak. Now that the program is nearing its culmination in actual

flights, the numbers are down to less than two-thirds of that. In

a more philosophical sense, Project Apollo carries with it as

partners the taxpayers of America who have footed the bills, the

people in foreign countries who have provided tracking station sites

and personnel, and finally that large part of mankind aware of the

Apollo adventure and sharing vicariously through television and

the press in these historic events.

. ; .,_. ., .
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BRIEF HISTORY

There is no clear-cut place to begin the full history of

Project Apollo. One might go back to the mythology of voyages to

the Moon. Or one might start with Jules Verne as typical of

attempts beginning a century ago to write fiction with a sci-

entific basis for flight to the Moon. Also, one could trace the

many elements of technology all of which had to be combined to

make such a trip a reality.

Congressional and NASA Interest

The proposal for an early manned flight to the Moon in the

United States Government may be said to have emerged in a report

in 1958 of the House Select Committee on Astronautics and Space

Exploration, which learned such a trip could be accomplished in

a decade. This was formalized as a specific recommendation by

the successor standing Committee on Science and Astronautics in

a report issued July 5, 1960. NASA announced the Apollo name

July 29, 1960, but lacked any real go-ahead at that time. Further,

it was originally aimed only at circumlunar flight. Earlier, in

January 1960, NASA had proposed to Congress an ultimate manned

landing on the Moon, but it was listed as lying beyond the ten year

plan of the period. This was erroneously interpreted by some

readers of the plan as meaning 1971, but in fact, the funding levels

were so low it would have been much later, if ever.

During the election campaign of 1960, both major party candi-

dates gave moderately favorable endorsements to the national space

effort, which for the most part had not been a partisan- concern
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to that point in time. The outgoing Eisenhower Administration was

in the position of having taken major initiatives from 1955 on

to put the Nation into space, and yet ended by suggesting that

Project Mercury, our first manned venture, would not need an

immediate follow-up until more thorough studies had been conducted

to see whether there were any valid scientific reasons for manned

flight. Early in 1961, the principal advisory (Wiesner) report

supplied the new President raised questions about the readiness

of Mercury to fly with men, and also called for reappraisals of

NASA missions.

Because the Wiesner report had both open and classified versions,

and President Kennedy had been slow to appoint a new Administrator,

rumors were prevalent for months that NASA would be downgraded and

stripped of major missions. Chairman Overton Brooks, of the

House Science and Astronautics Committee voiced these fears in a

letter to the President. President Kennedy's reply of March 23,

1961, emphasized his intentions to strengthen the civilian space

agency by encouraging its vigorous leadership in space.

President Kennedy's Recommendations

On April 12, 1961, the Soviet Union, which earlier had been

first with Sputnik, was first again to put a man in orbit with

Vostok. This produced shock waves in the United States reflected

in editorial and Congressional concern. Some historians have

suggested the Bay of Pigs fiasco that spring added to the gloom

of the period, and provided an added incentive for the new Presi-

dent to propose some popular, challenging national goal around

,. ::
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which public spirits could be rallied. Such an assessment would

be misleading overall, because by March 1961, NASA plans in response

to Presidential queries were already assessing what would be

required to accomplish the Apollo mission within the decade. The

momentum and detail of this planning was such through April that

it could not be tied to Gagarin alone, and even less to the Bay

of Pigs. Dr. Hugh Dryden and others in NASA were marshalling

increasingly impressive evidence of what was possible.

After a series of private meetings, many arranged by the space-

minded Vice President Johnson, with Government and outside advisors,

a basis for decision began to emerge. It was concluded that a

manned lunar landing before the end of the decade represented a

goal which afforded this country a fair chance of being first, and

of recouping our fading prospects in space. The President decided

to press for this plan, together with supporting generally larger

efforts in space, but it was not to be a unilateral decision.

President Kennedy carried his ideas to the Congress in a speech

of May 25, 1961, and in it he made clear that it would have to be

a Congressional decision, since a project of such long duration

would need continuing support to be successful. In this request,

he asked for the first increment of funds for Apollo, for the

large launch vehicles to support the flight, for nuclear propulsion

projects whose ultimate application lay somewhere beyond Apollo

in time, for large solid rocket military launch vehicles, and for

improved communications and weather satellites.

p ... u atitiie'." MGc'.h.,r"r .'v+o.eSi Ftl"''A tc ii..i. d"Lt ~ }4 6au4
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_The Funding and Cost of Apollo

Each year thereafter for several years, the funds required

for Apollo rose and were voted with generally bipartisan support.

Not every year were the funds as large as NASA wanted, with the

largest cuts being made within the executive establishment; but

nonetheless, the project received better treatment than most other

large technical efforts. Something like two thirds of the total

NASA money went for manned space flight. Project Apollo origin-

ally was estimated to cost between 20 and 40 billion dollars.

But the actual numbers are somewhat elusive because arbitrary

decisions can be made as to what should be included in the total.

For a time, some earlier unmanned projects of general scientific

interest such as Ranger and Surveyor, which could serve as useful

background to Apollo, were thrown into the Apollo total. This may

have been to improve the priorities of these projects both within

the executive branch and with Congress. At that time, the Apollo

mission was estimated to cost out for the entire combined project

at about $18 billion, still well below the announced estimate given

to Congress. As time passed, there were slippages in the program,

some occasioned by the uncertainties of development, and some

brought by the decision of the President or the Congress not to

fund at quite so high a level as NASA regarded as optimum. The

continuing overhead costs for a program of such size added to the

total costs as the date for the landing was postponed. Although

only "before the end of the decade" was publicly acknowledged, earlier

dates were targeted internally in NASA. The costs would >Vt ri'n
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even more had not NASA found it could eliminate intermediate

test flights along the way, as compared withthe original plan.

Now, further influenced by inflation, the total cost through July 31,

1961, eleven days after the initial landing mission is estimated

at $21.35 billion, well toward the bottom of the original esti-

mate range; and within the time of the publicly announced schedule

of 1961. This seems a very satisfactory outcome for so new and

uncertain an undertaking.

The real cost of Project Apollo is still not determinable in

any absolute sense even within the interpretations given above.

For it could also be argued that the Apollo cost for the manned

lunar landing is really on the order of $2 or 3 billion. The

rest of the costs would largely have been incurred anyway, so

long as the United States had made a national decision to compete

in space and to build a comprehensive capacity to operate there.

In this different sense, then, only those expenditures unique to

the Moon, and not usable for Earth orbital stations or other space

flight operations would be charged to the lunar landing.

Technical Alternatives

Between 1961 and early 1967, the main work was accomplished of

developing subsystems, ground facilities, and operational procedures.

Considering the immensity of the job, it was gratifying that

the original concepts could be moved so positively from abstractions

to reality. But one should not assume that such progress comes

easily or smoothly. One of the first decisions was to ascertain

the general methods for best attainment of the national goal. Some
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proposed the building of a huge rocket, to be called Nova, which

could fly directly from the Earth to the Moon, land there, and

then return to Earth. As with all present day rockets, it would

have to shed the weight of its fuel and.stages along the way. A

rocket of such size posed questions of how to handle it at the

launch site, the matter of risks of an accidental explosion, the

sonic problem of a normal launch, the coordination of many rocket

engines in the stages, and the mode for the lunar landing and

take-off. In this latter case, if the command module were opti-

mized for return through the atmosphere of Earth, would it be

equally able to give the pilots visibility for the lunar landing?

Quite a different approach was also discussed by a small but

influential minority outside NASA, headed by Dr. Arthur Kantro-

witz. This plan was to eliminate large vehicle development from

the essential part of the first landing, and instead use the exist-

ing Atlas rocket of limited capacity to carry in hundreds of flights

enough material to Earth orbit to assemble a Moon ship. This was

advocated as the quickest way to gain maximum useful Earth orbital

experience, which might be applied to other civil and military

purposes.

In between these extreme two ideas were two more generally

favored within NASA, both in terms of time and cost. One called

for the launch of two fairly large Saturn payloads which would

rendezvous and dock in Earth orbit, with the resulting combined

payload flying directly to and returning from the Moon, with the

rendezvous thus performed in Earth orbit. According to its sup-

porters, this method afforded the crew an abort capability for

., .« _> .. ,.. . ._ r _ ., .. _ ... _ _ ._
- _ _., _. , ,. 
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returning home more easily. than if things went wrong in a rendez-

vous phase performed farther away. The other approach, first

suggested by John Houbolt of NASA's Langley Research Center,

was to launch a single large Saturn, send the payload to lunar

orbit, where a separate landing vehicle would be detached to

carry part of the crew to the surface, and then back to orbit to

rejoin the orbiting main spacecraft. After docking and crew

transfer into the main ship, the lunar portion would be abandoned,

and the reunited crew would fly home.

The controversy between contending advocates of what was called

EOR (Earth orbit rendezvous) and LOR (lunar orbit rendezvous) was

sometimes acrimonious. Not only were there differences in the

technical community at large, but specifically between a panel of

the President's Science Advisory Committee (PSAC) and NASA. At

one point, Dr. Wiesner, traveling with President Kennedy and the

press to Huntsville, disagreed audibly with Dr. von Braun as the

latter explained LOR to the President. (Earlier Dr. von Braun

had supported EOR, but changed his position when the extensive NASA-

sponsored studies and computer runs became available. It was evi-

dent that the NASA team felt the PSAC panel had been led to its

different conclusions on the basis of far slimmer evidence and

study than NASA. Administrator James E. Webb decided for LOR

after hearing all sides fully.)

In passing, it might be mentioned there were two other approaches

suggested for the lunar landing which were not serious contenders

but which were carefully considered during the wide-ranging debates.
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One was called In-Transit Rendezvous. Several rockets would be

launched simultaneously toward the Moon, and during the three days

of travel their payloads would be joined and checked out to

support a landing when they got there. The other was Lunar Sur-

face Rendezvous. A beacon, supplies, and lunar launch vehicle

were to be landed on the Moon, and then men would follow, homing

in on the beacon. They would transfer to the waiting launch

vehicle on the Moon when it was time to come back. One related

suggestion was that a crew or single man might be sent on a one-

way trip to the Moon at an early date, and supplies sent to him

for a year or so until the Nation had time to build a ship to bring

him home. (The author of this suggestion did not volunteer for

the mission.)

In many other decision and design areas as well, competitive

studies and proposals came in from contractors in response to the

general specifications developed by NASA. Once the main contracts

were let, detailed engineering proceeded to provide more precise

systems requirements for all the elements of the project. During

this process of planning, as was implicit from the discussion

above related to flight mode, the needed launch vehicle had to be

sized to match the job to be done. NASA had been developing the

Saturn I launch vehicle with a cluster of 8 H-1 engines of approxi-

mately 150,000 (upgraded in steps to 200,000) pounds thrust each

in the first stage. This C-1 version was to be followed by a C-2

building block capable of manned circumlunar flight. It would use

i
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the same S-I first stage, but have more powerful upper stages.

However, a lunar landing mission required more power. The F-i

engine of 1.5 million pounds thrust would be needed in some

combination for the lunar trip. This was considered at one point

as a Saturn C-3 version with two such engines, to carry payloads

to an Earth orbit rendezvous. Finally, the present Saturn V with

five F-1 engines in the first stage became the choice, to match

the LOR decision.

It is not the purpose of this paper to examine all the engineer-

ing questions which came up, for there were many, and illustrations

will suffice. Typical of other decisions was that of shape for

the command module. Several shapes were available which had both

the weight economy of ballistic bodies and at least partial lift

to permit steering in the atmosphere. Stability of proposed shapes

had to be tested in wind tunnels and in drop tests before the

truncated cone with offset center of gravity was finally selected

as the best compromise for all speed regimes.

Not the least of the activities of the ensuing years were

continuing manned flights in which human performance could be

evaluated, and the techniques of guidance, man-rating vehicles,

maneuver, rendezvous, docking, and EVA (extra-vehicular activity)

could be perfected. Mercury came to an end in the spring of 1963,

to be followed by its greatly enhanced successor program, the

Gemini. These flights carrie d men during 1965 and 1966. Boiler-

plate Apollo command and service modules began to be carried on

the early orbital Saturn I launch vehicles from flight 6 on, begin-

- I
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ning in the middle of 1964, and ending a year later. Unmanned

early model Apollo capsules began flights on the Uprated Saturn I

(also called I B) in 1966.

No small contribution to mission success came from the onboard

guidance and computer elements developed at the M.I.T. Instrumenta-

tion Laboratory. Likewise, emergency abort tests and heat shield

tests were conducted over a period of years to build confidence

in the system.

Setback in January 1967

Finally, the many component systems which had been under test,

with the exception of the large Saturn V launch vehicle and the

lunar module, were ready, and in January 1967, the first manned

Earth orbital Apollo flight was in preparation.

The shock of the sudden, tragic fire on January 27, 1967, on

the pad at Cape Kennedy is too well remembered to require much re-

telling. The first three Apollo astronauts, practicing long familiar

procedures, were in the sealed capsule running through pre-launch

exercises in a pure oxygen atmosphere at a little above normal

atmospheric surface pressure when a flash fire raced through their

craft faster than the existing emergency hatch of the period could

be opened. The launch vehicle was saved to fly in a later mission,

but the men and their command module were lost, creating tremendous

sorrow and outrage. In retrospect it was easy to apportion blame

for poor planning and shoddy worksmanship. Yet the country had

had many years of experience with high oxygen content cabins, all

potentially risky, but still reasonably satisfactory in terms

of performance and benefits in simplicity and weight savings. The

_
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latter two factors were especially critical to the lunar flight

if it was to be a success. Switching at that late date to a two-

gas atmosphere for the Apollo craft carried almost 
insurmountable

costs of time and reengineering other systems. So the solution

was to minimize the chance of fire through better insulation 
on

electrical wiring, removal of combustibles, and the like. Also,

the ship was given a new design quick-opening hatch, and the

decision was to use mixed gases during the periods the ship 
was

on the pad, or otherwise at the higher, more dangerous pressure

than in space.

After the fire, investigations were conducted by both NASA 
and

by the Congress. These were generally thorough and detailed,

but the participants were not all equally satisfied with 
the

results. The attainment of the lunar landing goal in this decade

seemed to be slipping our of our reach. The slippage also meant

higher costs, with the money in part coming 
out of other parts of

the space program and in part by reducing the number of flight

tests programed for Apollo, which might be adequate only 
if there

were no unexpected further difficulties. The troubles were also

a factor in strained relations between the Administrator 
of NASA

of the period and the Congressional committees which authorize

NASA programs. It was not possible to resume manned flights

until October of 1968. In the meantime, however, the first unman-

ned flights of the Saturn V Moon rocket and the lunar module were

made, so that not all the momentum was lost -
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As unfortunate as the fire was, it is possible that some les-

sons were learned on Earth which will contribute to the safety

of future crews in space where rescue would be near impossible.

Apollo Underway Once More

Apollo has made a strong comeback as a program once the

flights with men could begin. Apollo 7 exercised the command and

service modules in a close to flawless performance during 11 days

in Earth orbit after being launched by an Uprated Saturn I. This

launch was October 11, 1968. December 21, Apollo 8 was used in

the first manned flight to the Moon, launched by a Saturn V. This

represented the most notable achievement to date in the history

of manned flight, and its ten orbits of the Moon with clear voice

and picture real-time coverage.to a world audience was received

in all countries with little but praise, both for the technical

achievements and for the personal performance of the astronauts.

In 1969, the last important piece of hardware, the lunar

module, received its approval in the March 3 flight of Apollo 9.

This flight included the transfer of two of the three crew members

into the lunar module, then firing the descent stage of the lunar

module to carry it about 100 miles away from the command and ser-

vice modules. Next, the ascent stage rocket of the lunar module

was fired to effect a rendezvous and docking with the command

and service modules so that the three men could be reunited for

the return to Earth. On May 18, Apollo 10 conducted similar exer-

cises in the vicinity of the Moon, operatingin a mode and time

frame duplicating virtuallyeverything except the lunar landing

,w. . - - _-- - ~ - ~ -- - -- -i-- p - - - ~ -
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itself. The approach to within about nine miles of the surface

in the LM was a spectacular flight.

The Fulfillment of the Basic Apollo Goal

The launch of Apollo 11 on July 16 was followed by the successful

landing on the surface of the Moon July 20, the walk and collection

of samples, and the return to orbit, with recovery on Earth July

24. Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, and Mike Collins won their

special place in history.

Apollo 12 was launched on November 14, made its successful

landing on the Moon November 19, and was recovered on Earth Novem-

ber 24. Conrad and Bean conducted two longer surface walks while

Gordon remained in orbit. The mission was outstanding for its

precision in landing near the old Surveyor 3 which was visited

during the course of more than a mile of walking. A greater array

of experiments was laid out at a more useful distance from the

lunar module, and these experiments were given a nuclear power

source. Geological data are coming not only from the returned

rock samples, but from the seismograph which received a special

test when the spent lunar module ascent stage was steered to a

collision with the Moon.
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- APOLLO TECHNOLOGY

Launch Vehicle.

Apollo hardware includes two principal launch vehicles. The first is

limited to Earth orbital missions capable of lifting either the command

and service module (partly loaded), or in unmanned tests, the lunar module,

but not all three fully loaded. This is the Uprated Saturn I (or I B). It

has a first stage (S-I B) powered by 8 H-1 engines, fueled with kerosene

and liquid oxygen, and eaci ith a thrust of about 200,000 pounds, for a

total of 1.6 million pounds. The tankage is a strapped-together bundle of

long, moderate diameter containers. The second stage is called the S-IV B.

It has a single J-2 engine, burning liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen, with

a thrust of 230,000 pounds. The two stages are linked by an interstate

structure, and the S-IV B stage is topped by an instrument unit.

The other Apollo launch vehicle is the Saturn V, used for the actal

lunar missions, or for all-up testing in Earth orbit. While the Saturn I

will carry about 40,000 pounds of seful payload to Eartn orbit, or close

to 60,000 pounds total, incl ding staging, the Saturn V will carry about

285,000 pounds to Earth orbit, or 100,000 pounds to the vicinity of the

Moon. Saturn V has a first stage (S-I C) powered by five F-1 engines

burning kerosene and liquid oxygen, each with a thrust of 1.5 million

pour Th., for a tota:l of 7.5 million pounds. The second stage is the S-II,

poweed with five J-2 engines, as already described, for a total thrust

of about 1.15 million pounds. The third stage is the S-IV B, already

- I
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described, but further used to drivo the payload out of Earth orbit to-

ward the Moon. Additionally, the Saturn V launch vehicle has two inter-

stages and an instrument unit (IU). The IU, topping the S-IV B stage,

contains the guidanc:, navigation, and control equipment for the launch

vehicle. It also contains measurement and telemetry, command communica-

tions, tracking, and emergency detection )ystems.

Spacecraft

The Apollo spacecraft consists of three main modules, plus associated

equipment. The first is the command module (CM), a conical shape with a

crew compartment for three men. It has an outer shell of stainless steel

and titanium honeycomb, covered with ablaAije material thickest for the.

main heat shield at its blunt base. The inner shell is aluminum honeycomb.

The cabin provides about 210 cubic feet of habitable space with a pure oxygen

atmosphere at about 5 pounds per square inch. Atop the command module during

launch is an escape rocket to pull the command module away from the rest of

the vehicle if the need should arise, and it is jettisoned during launch after

its potential need has passed. Below the command module is its supporting

service module (SM). It is powered by a single rocket (SPS) of 20,000 pods

thrust, burning UDMH and hydrazine and N204 , capable of many starts and

throttling. The service module also has fuel cells to generate electricity

for the total spacecraft, and tanks of other consumables for the flight.

ThB- service module is built of aluminum alloy honeycomb, stainless steel,

and titanium. The command and service modules operate together until just

before return Tnto the Earth's atm: phere, when the service module is dis-

ider.

rr+
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Below the CSM (command and service modules) is an adaptor section

within which the lunar module (LM) is housed during launch. This non-

streamlined spacecraft is designed to operate only in airless space and

does not return to Earth. It has space for two men to stand within its

approximately 160 cubic feet of habitable space. The upper half is

called the ascent stage, and contains a life support system, batteries,

computer, radar, and communications--in effect many of the same systems

also found in the command module (CM). It has fairly good view windows

so that the men can guide the final touch down of the LM on the Moon. It

also has the ascent rocket and its fuel supplies. The lower half of the

craft is the descent stage, with the main braking rocket, its fuel supplies,

and batteries. It has legs to support the craft during the touchdown and to

hold it upright on the surface. Later, the stage becomes the launch plat-

form when the ascent stage takes off from the Moon. Both stages are con-

structed principally of aluminum alloy. One hatch at the top is used for

the docked transfer of crew between the CM and LM. Another hatch in front

leads to a ladder down which the men climb to reach th? lunar surface. The

braking descent rocket (DSP) has a thrust of 10,000 pounds, and the ascent

rocket (ASP) has a thrust of 3,500 pounds. The former is throttlable; the

latter is not. Both burn hypergolic propellants: UI)MH with hydrazine, and

N204.

Construction -and Tasting

Manufacturers and laboratories in many locations are involved in the

preparation of our lunar mission hardware. The launch vehicle is the

- -TT"
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management and development responsibility of the Marshall Space Flight

Center in Huntsville, Alabama. The Boeing Co. builds the S-I C stage

at Michcu, Louisiana as does the Chrysler Co. with the smaller S-I B

stage. These are moved by barge to Pearl River, Mississippi for static

testing, and then on to Cape Kennedy to the Vehicle Assembly Building

(VAB). The engines for both stages and also for the S-II and S-TV B

are made by Rocketdyne. The S-II stage is built by North American-

Rockwell as Seal Beach, California. The S-IV B stage is built by

McDonnell-Douglas at Huntington Beach, California, is static tested at

Sacramento, California, and usually is shipped by outsized aircraft on to

the Cape.

The spacecraft is the management and development responsibility of

the Manned. Space Center in Houston, Texas. The command and service modules

are built by North American-Rockwell at Downey, California. The lunar module

is built by Grumman at Bethpage, Long Island, New York. The escape rocket

is built by Lockheed Propulsion, and its jettison rocket by Thiokol. The

service module rocket (SPS) is built by Aerojet General. All the 100-pound

thrust R-4D reaction control rockets are built by Marquardt. There are 16

on the command and service modules and 16 on the lunar module. The fuel

cells are built by Pratt and Whitney.

The instrument unit at the upper end of the S-IV B stage is built by

IBM Corp.

At many stages of construction, these components and their subsystems

are put through a variety of developmental and proving tests. These in-

clude exposures to large high vacuum chambers, shake tables, artificial
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solar arrays, deep freeze units, centrifuges, and every other test which

- can duplicate on Earth the rigors of an actual launch and flight as closely

as possible. Such facilities are found at the various manufacturing sites,

and also at NASA centers such as those at Houston, Texas, Huntsville,

Alabama, and Cape Kennedy, Florida.

All of the components for the Saturn V space vehicle eventually arrive

at the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB) at Cape Kennedy. This is one of the

largest buildings in the world, 716 feet long, 518 feet wide, and 525 feet

tall. After an extended time for assembly and checkout on one of three

mobile launchers of 12 million pounds, standing 445 feet high, the unfueled

rocket and its launcher are picked up by either of two crawler platforms.

These measure 131 by 114 feet, weigh 6 million pounds, and travel under load

about one mile per hour. The platform is stabilized to carry the erected

rocket in the grip of its mobile launcher over the 3.3 miles of rock road to

Launch Complex 39 A or B. Each pad is about 3,000 feet across and has a 45

foot hole in the center over the flame deflectors. It is supported by a

mobile service structure which is removed some hours before launch. This

structure weight 9.8 million pounds.

The Saturn I B uses launch pads 34 and 37, and is erected on the pad.

The Launch

The launch of the Saturn V is conducted from a control center near the

VA, which includes computers, many consoles, and communications links.

About 450 men conduct the launch, and about 5,000 men at the Kennedy Space

Center are involved in the preparations for the launch. Duplicate adjoining

control centers permit dry run testing simultaneously of different future

missions, or preparations for one mission while another is underway. Details

IF
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o2 a typical countdown for a mission are contained in a later section of

this review. At the launch site, the final hours of the preparations

follow a precise timetable, with some built-in holds, and possible unplanned

1colds, which may still permit the launch to occur within its assigned time

"window", or may require a delay to a different day. The mobile service

tower is withdrawn, the fuel is in the launch vehicle, the astronauts are

on board, and then comes the launch, with thousands of on-lookers either

in official viewing stands or at such places as Cocoa Beach. In a very

few minutes after lift-off, the rocket is out of sight, and. control has

uemn passed by the launch crew to the mission control team in Houston.

Fire fighters are putting out any blazes started around the launch site,

and the work of readying equipment for the next launch is likely to be

underway.

Tracking and Control

Once the launch phase is over, the action passes to the Manned Space-

craft Center at Houston which has its own control centers looking very much

like the ones at the Cape. Again, there are many consoles, and a vast com-

puter capacity to make the necessary orbit and fuel calculations required

for a successful flight. Apollo calculations run about 80 billion a day,

or 50 times those for Mercury. Specialists have all the necessary data on

astronaut physiology, on spacecraft subsystems, and other information re-

quired to conduct the flight. Communications must be real-time, worldwide.

Thse links are passed through the Godddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,

Maryland. The command module has 27 different communications rnwans available

t- it to meet various needs, and several different frequency bands. There

re 14 grounds stations around the world for linkage particularly during

. .._ - ,, .. ,._, .
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the Earth orbital phase with the spacecraft. Generally the ground stations

employ 30 foot dish antennas. In addition there have been four instrumenta-

tion ships placed at points in the ocean where gaps would otherwise exist

in radio coverage, and these ships are supplemented by six large C-135 jet

transports with 7 foot dish antennas, also with radio relay facilities on

board able to fill in some gaps. The deep space network employs 85 foot

dish antennas, carries the main communications burden, for the more remote

communications as the spacecraft moves away from Earth, is in the vicinity

of the Moon, or has only begun the return. These antennas are located at

Goldstone, California, in Spain, and in Australia.

It is not enough that ground stations, ships, or aircraft be linked

with the spacecraft. All of these must have sure links with Greenbelt

and Houston. In the continental United States, regular telephone cables or

microwave repeater towers serve. But from overseas, the primary links are

through satellites, generally leased channels in the Intelsats, and in some

situations, involve channels in NASA's own ATS experimental satellites.

Communications have now improved so much that a television link is

routinely provided from the recovery task force, so that the world public

may see in color, via satellite, the return of the astronauts. The quality

of communications during the flight also has improved strikingly compared

with the early days of space flight. Voice communications are usually sharp

and clear not only from the command module but from the lunar module and

even from the men on the lunar surface. Television has improved to the

extent that transmissions from the spacecraft and Moon reveal scenes of

. .
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a startling quality in color. The first flight to the surface of the

Moon continued to use black and white because no heat-protected color camera

was available at that time. These pictures were of a poorer quality, but

even so, held a wrapt world audience during the first walk on the Moon.

The second flight used color on the surface, but transmission ended earlier

than planned.

Crew Protective Equipment

Missions to the Moon carry an inherent risk, and cannot be completely

safe any more than can travel on Earth. At the present time, any complete

rescue capability is not really feasible in terms of cost, time, and tech-

nology. Hence, the philosophy has been to set high standards of design and

testing, to maintain a rigid quality control at every phase of preparation,

and to build in as much redundancy as is practical. At very few points in

the mission is there but one device which must work in order to assure crew

safety. The ascent rocket from the surface of the Moon is one of these itens,

and hence simplicity and reliability have been important to its design.

Timing of the launch is governed not only by astronomical "windows",

and by readiness of the hardware, but also by weather factors. The launch

of Apollo 12 met the prevailing weather standards, and the unexpected elec-

trical discharge will probably bring a rewriting of future standards. The

combination of human control and redundancy permitted the mission to con-

tinue on that occasion. Flight "weather" also must take into account the

possible hazard of solar flares. Special spacecraft and Earth observatories

monitor the Sun to warn of any such trouble.

. _ . _, .. . _ . , , . , _ -
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The CM and LM spacecraft are designed to give as much protection to

the crew as possible. In addition to supplying the necessities of air, water,

and food, these manned craft provide a comfortable balance of heat. Their

design gives reasonably good protection against micrometeoroids, and must

rely upon statistical averages to protect against strikes by larger objects

which would kill the crew. As a result of data gathered in space, it is

estimated that only one chance in 1230 exists during an 8 day flight during

which the manned cabin might be struck by a meteoroid the size of cigarette

ash. Even if all the layers of shielding failed, and a half inch size hole

were caused by penetration, the air system could pump enough oxygen to sup-

port life for five minutes, giving time to don a space suit. These craft

are also shielded to give protection against the radiation'of the Van Allen

belts and all but the worst of solar flares. Going through the Van Allen

belts gives a radiation dose to the crew no worse than that received during

a dental X-ray on Earth. High energy cosmic rays pass right through the

ships, just as they do on Earth. Design of radiation shielding took into

account the risk that some cosmic rays may be converted into secondary

showers which do more harm than the primary. The command module also pro-

vides crew protection in the cabin against the high heat of reentry which

reaches 45000 F. on the heat shield. It also carries emergency gear to im-

prove survival if the ship should land in an area remote from the normal

rescue teams--much like that carried by military aircraft crews.

On the lunar surface, the men wear protective suits which are like

self-contained spacecraft in themselves. They not only circulate and purge

oxygen, but circulate water to transfer the heat load which is very high

.
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(2430 F) on the external surface in sunlight and very cold in shadow

potentiallyy minus 2790 F at night, but not that cold by day because

of some reflected or retained heat.) The suit has a special glare shield

to pull over the faceplate against direct sunlight. The suit also has

electronic communications built into it, since sound does not carry in the

airless environment of the Moon. The suit with its many layers of insula-

tion must at the same time afford some mobility to the wearer if he is to

walk and work on the lunar surface.

During much of the mission, the men wear biological sensors attached

to their bodies that relay by telemetry to monitors in Houston such things

as their heart beat and breathing, perhaps to give warning of problems even

before they become apparent to the man in question.

Facilities for Debriefing Astronauts and Analyzing Materials

Traditionally, upon return astronauts after brief protocol ceremonies

on the recovery ship are sent to sick bay for thorough physical examinations,

then are held in isolation a few days to have them record their impressions

while their recollections are still fresh. Only later come press conferences,

more debriefilgs, and finally full scale reports to scientific meetings.

The Apollo lunar landing missions add further steps to this process.

Although the chances are remote, there is a small possibility that the Moon

contains some unexpected form of life, perhaps like a virus, which will be

harmful to man or other life forms on Earth. Therefore, the returning com-

m.-id module is washed down with strong disinfectants soon after reaching the

ocean; biological isolation garments may be passed to the astronauts. The

f-ogman passing them in, together with the astronauts are also doused with
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disinfectant, and then transported to a sealed traveling laboratory on

board the recovery ship. These men and any others exposed to them, such

as a flight surgeon, are transported in the trailer vehicle from the ship

to a cargo aircraft and then delivered to the lunar receiving laboratory

in Houston for quarantine. For the first flight, recently ended, the men

stayed in quarantine for about three weeks, and no untoward evidence of

contamination and disease appeared in that length of time. The attempt at

segregation of lunar materials and men to avoid back contamination is pains-

taking, but in the absolute sense is not complete even so, to the satis-

faction of purists. On the other hand, risks are believed to be less than

proportional to the care shown.

Quite aside from the risk to Earth of back contamination, there is

another aspect of the lunar trip in which isolation is important. This re-

lates to the return of lunar rock samples and other materials. There is

great scientific interest in the constituents of lunar samples uncontaminated

either by inert Earth materials or by Earth life. This kind of contamination

has always been an element of uncertainty in study of meteorites recovered

on Earth. Therefore, the astronauts collect rock and soil samples on the

Moon in their vacuum environment, seal them in bags which in turn are placed

in vacuum containers for delivery to the lunar receiving laboratory at

Houston. After determination that containers have been decontaminated, re-

mote handling devices are used to open the boxes and plastic sacks for

various kinds of inspection and manipulation. Further shipment of subdivided

samples is made to laboratories the world over wherever specialists have been

judged to have individual analytical talents of such scientific merit as to

warrant giving them a part of the precious supply of lunar material. The
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competition for these samples has been very keen, and even acrimonious on

the part of those not selected to be given a sample. The lunar receiving

1Thoratcry in Houston has been outfitted with great care to set up both

barriers against contamination in or out, and remote handling devices

similar to those used in nuclear "hot" laboratories. Unusually sensitive

analytical techniques have been designed to pursue qualitative and quan-

titative chemical analysis of the samples, and to make physical measure-

ments. The fully remote handling facilities permit growing of cultures, if

any, and exposing germ-free test animals and plants to lunar material. The

laboratory is a somewhat unique asset which could be used to pursue study

of any unusual pathogenic material were it to appear on Earth without re-

gard to space travel.
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APOLLO FLIGHT PLAN

Earth Orbital Phase

Preparations for a major flight begin many months before the actual

event with a carefully planned schedule of delivery, assembly, and test of

various major components for the total Apollo-Saturn assemblage. Precount

operations begin about five and a half days before launch, including the

mechanical build-up of the payload modules, and the activation of fuel cells;

also, the loading of supercritical helium in the LM descent stage.

The final count begins 28 hours before launch, during which period bat-

teries are installed, systems checks are run, destruct devices are installed,

and the mobile service structure is moved away. Fueling the launch stages

begins about 8 hours 15 minutes before launch. About 3 hours before launch,

the crew heads for the vehicle and goes aboard. Added power and safety tests

are run. The switch of the spacecraft to internal power occurs between 30

and 15 minutes before launch. Final status checks are run at T minus 6

minutes. The automatic sequencer for firing is started at T minus 3 minutes

10 seconds. The launch vehicle switches to internal power at T minus 50

seconds. The ignition sequence starts at T minus 8.9 seconds, and all engines

are running by T minus 2 seconds, with liftoff occurring at T time.

A little after one minute comes maximum dynamic pressure .on the total

structure as it climbs from the pad. Just after 2 minutes, the center engine

of the S-I C stage cuts off, followed in a few seconds by the rest of the

engines of that stage. By then the rocket is about 40 miles up and traveling

over 6,000 miles per hour. The S-I C and the S-TII stages separate, and the
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S-II ignites about 2.5 or so minutes into the flight. Just after 3 minutes, -

the launch escape tower is jettisoned. After a little more than a minute

into the flight, the S-II stage also cuts off, followed by separation of

the S-II and S-TV B stages, with the latter igniting. By then the rocket

is about 120 miles up and traveling over 15,000 miles per hour. Cutoff of

the S-IV B stage at the end of first burn comes about 11 minutes or so into

the flight by which time the payload and this stage are in a circular Earth

parking orbit at about 120 miles, and at a speed of 17,500 miles per hour.

Depending upon requirements and how the checks of systems go, the pay-

load with attached stage stays in Earth orbit for two or three trips around

the Earth. On a nominal mission, after about 2 hours and 50 minutes, the

S-IV B stage is ignited again.

Transfer Orbit to the Moon

The S-IV B fires for about 5 or 6 minutes on this second burn, building

the speed to a level sufficient to launch the craft toward the Moon, follow-

ing which it coasts the rest of the way. This is a departure speed of close

to 24,500 miles per hour, which gradually slows as the ship climbs against

the gravity field of Earth. Soon after this initial velocity is attained,

the command and service modules are separated from the S-YI B stage, and the

adaptor section romnd the lunar module is separated into discardable sections.

Maneuvering into a reverse attitude, the CSM is then brought up close to the

now exposed LM, and the two craft are docked. At this point, the command

and service modules pull away from the S-IV B, taking the lunar module with

them. The S-IV B serves nc further purpose from this time on, and flies a

path that misses the Moon and continues into solar orbit. NASA is planning

for future. S-IV B's to impact the Moon to provide a signal for its lunar
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seismometers.

As the corriand and service module fly on alone, there are opportunities

to make corrections of orbit as required, typically about 6 hours and 25

hours after translunar injection, and then again 22 hours and 8 hours before

lunar orbit insertion, which comes 3 days after leaving the pad at Cape

Kennedy.

Lunar Orbit Phase

The lunar orbit is adjusted to the desired location, and appropriate

calculations are made on reaching the proposed landing site. Two of the

three crew members crawl through the tunnel to the lunar module, leaving

one map: behind in the command module. Earlier during tho flight, the lunar

module was entered for inspection and checkout of its systems. At the cal-

culated point in the orbit, the liar rxule is separated, and its descent

rocket is fired to carry it into an eliptical orbit approaching close to

the lunar surface. If all goes well, the rocket is then fired again to

carry the LM down toward the lunar surface, and by throttling the engine

it finally hovers above the surface at the intended landing point. If

there are obstacles in the way, there is opportunity for lateral movement,

and if the site looks impossible, the ascent rocket could be fired to re-

turn the men to a rendezvou' orbit with the command and service modules.

On the Lunar Surface

The lunar module drops the last few feet after engine cutoff, and

with one sixth the surface gravity of Earth, the shock is limited. Special

crushable pads on the landing legs, and spring cont 'olled movable legs

absorb the landing shock.

The first task of the astronauts is to prepare the ascent stage for

take-off, and to establish or maintain communications with the command
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and service modules and with Earth. The crew then don prtotective space

suits and utilize the life support system back packs, open the hatch, and

d.cend the ladder to the lunar surface. Using a line, they bring down

some equipment from the cabin, and detach other equipment from the MESA

external rack on the descent stage. The television camera mounted on this

stage may be moved to a tripod set a little distance from the lunar module,

and a high gain antenna is deployed to send these pictures to Earth. Con-

tingency samples are gathered first in case the mission has to be terminated

sooner than expected. The first mission carried fairly limited experiments

which were laid out on the surface. Rocks and sample cores of soil were

collected. On the second flight, a more ambitious set of experiments called

ALSEP (Apollo Lunar Surface Experiment Package) were deployed several hundred

feet away from the lunar module in order to minimize their disturbance by the

lunar module. A larger portion of the samples collected were "documented"--

that is, a more detailed photographic and verbal record was made of their

site and condition at time of collection. The second mission also brought

back parts of Surveyor 3. Stay time and walking distance have both been

extended in moving from the first to second missions. Still later in the

program a mobile surface vehicle may be added. A rest period is included

during the lunar surface stay. The first crew did not have any real oppor-

tunity to lie down. The second crew were supplied hammocks. Later crews

may have blankets.

As the end of the surface stay approaches, equipment is checked again,

latest computer information for the rendezvous is fed in, and the time of

launch is selected to make the rendezvous as simple as possible. The
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descent stage becomes the launch pad for the take-off.

Rendezvous in Lunar Orbit

The ascent stage fires, and the men are carried back to orbit. The

two manned craft then rendezvous and dock as they would in Earth orbit,

using propellant as required to maneuver. Normally a radar lock-on is

used when they approach each other, and manual operations complete the

final approach and coupling. The crew in the lunar module then crawl

through the hatch back into the command module. The lunar module is

detLa&hed. It can then either be left in lunar orbit or be deliberately

crashed into the lunar surface. In emergencies, the transfer of crew

can be by EVA if for some reason the ships are unable to dock. Also,

the command module c >nt.ins enough reserve fuel that it can do almost

everything except land on the lunar surface to effect a rendezvous with

the lunar riodule should the latter be unable to complete a rendezvous with

its own propulsion and guidance.

Return to Earth

The SPS main propulsion system of the service module is fired at the

ap .ropriate point in the lunar orbit to carry the command and service modules

out of lunar orbit and into the trans-Earth injection path. After that, there

are two or three days of coasting back toward Earth, again with midcourse

correctionx to insure that entry is made in the correct corridor through the

atmosphere of Earth. These correction may come at 15 hours and 30 hours

after escape from lunar orbit, and again about 2 hours before return to Earth.

Speed is gained at an accelerating rate as the ship falls toward Earth,

- roughly comparable to that required during the launch phase.

a. e.
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As Earth is approached and the last corrections to orbit have been

mk, the service module is discarded about 15 minutes before reaching

LO0,000 feet. The command module is turned around to present it blunt

ablative surface to the front. By varying the angle of attack and at-

tibu - of the craft, some lift can be generated and steering done to

control the reentry. Adding lift lengthens the period of passing through

the atmosphere, cuts the g load, and reduces peak heating, although ex-

tending the total period of heating. This steering al:o permits the land-

ing on the ocean .o occur close to the recovery force of ships which have

be-n prepositioned, but may have to shift to an alternate site if weather

interferes in the prime recovery zone.

L.Tadi niPhase

As the command module enters the atmosphere, it is braked by its blunt

face, and it glows white hot, trailing ablated material. There is temporary

blackout of communications because of the ionized sheath around it. After

=one craft slows down and the heat load drops, two drogue parachutes, and

then three main parachutes are released, just about five minutes befrt , the

touchdown. Once on the surface, balloons are inflated to help right the

command module in case it is upside down. Frog men f. cm recovery helicopters

leap into the water, attach flotation collars, and tie life rafts alongside

the command Mcdule into which the astronauts move before they are lifted by

heist into the recovery helicopter for delivery to the main recovery ship,

of'tec an af ir fi carrier or helicopter carrier.
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THE APOLLO FUTURE

The direct mission of Apollo was clear enough: to land men

on the Moon and return them safely to Earth. But if the real

total mission was much more, what was to follow the initial

landing(s)? Over a period of several years, NASA plans in this

regard have undergone a number of changes, partly shaped by

scheduling and budgetary considerations, partly influenced by

guidance from Congressional. committee s, and partly the

result of continuing research and studies of what was possible.

Generally, future flights could be considered in connection

with Earth orbital operations, with further lunar flights, and

with the beginnings of manned planetary exploration. Also, the

Saturn vehicle portions of the Apollo program could be used for

ambitious unmanned missions such as Project Voyager to explore

Mars, or the so-called Grand Tour to the outer planets.

These plans have undergone such large changes of scope, pace,

name, and priority that there is not space here to review that

entire history and range of alternatives. Instead, this report sum-

marizes the NASA proposals as presented to Congress in the first half

of 1969, together with some quite different plans evolved later in

the year for submission to the Space Task Group appointed by the

President.
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Manned Space Stations

All the current plans have placed greatest emphasis upon

Earth orbital operations as the major goal for the mid-1970's

period. First reliance is put on presently stockpiled vehicles

built for Apollo and fortunately found surplus because that

program has experienced greater success than might have been

expected or could be planned for in so ambitious an effort.

The first phase is called Apollo Applications Program--AAP.

Up to mid-year, this was to include the launch of a Saturn I B

unmanned, with its S-IV B stage placed in Earth orbit, and after

its use for propulsion, the remaining fuel was to be vented.

It was to be already equipped with some major fittings to convert

it into a habitable workshop for a human crew. This payload was

to include an airlock module and a docking adaptor. After it was

in orbit, a second Saturn I B would have been launched with a three

man crew to rendezvous and dock with the workshop. They were to fill

the hydrogen tank of the S-IV B workshop with oxygen and nitrogen,

and move in added equipment to make it livable and useful for

- experiments. After about 28 days in orbit, they were to return to

Earth in the Apollo command module. At a later time another

Saturn I B with a three man crew was to go up to revisit the

workshop and stay for about 56 days.

Still later, another three man crew was to be sent up to the

workshop for a 56 day stay, to be joined by still another payload

. .. .......
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put up by a Saturn I B. This last payload was to be a lunar

module ascent stage configured to carry the Apollo Telescope Mount--

ATM, which would also be docked with the workshop.

The purpose of these flights was to learn about man's

capabilities to live and work in the space environment, functioning

as part of a man-machine system, and to improve our future capabilities

in space by gaining stay time experience well beyond the present limits

of 14 days. It was also intended to advance scientific knowledge,

such as the solar astronomy studies conducted with ATM. And, it

would be used to further space applications wherever having man

in the loop would improve performance and evaluation of test systems.

This approach to an interim space station was referred to as

the wet workshop because of the use of the liquid hydrogen tank

both for propulsion on the way to orbit and as a space station

later. Principally because of the funding restraints, the

program slipped so much that by the second half of 1969,

NASA decided it would rather approach the task with a dry workshop.

The dry workshop was to use the tank of an S-IV B completely

outfitted on the ground as a space station, and carried to orbit

on a Saturn V. The S-I C and S-II stages would be sufficient to

attain orbit. After that the mission would proceed more nearly as

already described. A human crew would be launched in a Saturn I B

rocket, and the ATM module would also accompany them to orbit.

In this way, by elimination of intermediate steps some of the

slippage of program could be overcome.
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NASA plans developed still further as the Space Task Group

appointed by the President assembled recommendations on future

directions for the space program. If these most recent plans

are accepted and implemented, the Saturn Apollo approach to space

would no longer be central; rather, the experience gained there

would be applied to a whole new generation of space vehicles,

although Saturn V might continue to be used to launch those

major components of systems beyond the capacity of the proposed new

space shuttles.

Major Elements of the Space Task Group Plan

It is probably appropriate at this point to describe the

general concept for a future program as offered to the Space

Task Group. The "balanced" program sought was to have certain

elements of commonality of use, reusability of hardware, and

economy of operation. Four basic modules have been proposed:

(a) A reusable ferry shuttle from Earth to orbit, with a

cargo capacity on the order of 50,000 pounds, or to carry

even scores of passengers. This lifting body design, probably with

two manned stages, would be almost self-contained for checkout,

and would return to ordinary flying fields for refueling and

further orbital flight. (b) A space tug which could be refueled

in orbit, and used to move around major components for the

assembly of stations or of deep space craft, as well as able to

support future lunar landings. (c) A standard 12-man capacity

.2 A 2 A A 4
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space station module for long term use, and self contained in its

life support and power. It might have around 10,000 cubic

feet of usable space and about 30 kilowatts of power. Initially

solar cell arrays would be used for energy sources, but later

nuclear sources might find applicati on. Coupled with a number of

other similar modules, in time a permanent station for 50 or a

100 men might be erected. The same module might be put in polar

orbit, in synchronous Earth orbit, in lunar orbit; or landed on the

lunar surface; or used as habitation on a flight to Mars. (d) A

nuclear shuttle might be developed which also was reusable. This

could support orbital transfer flights between Earth and Moon or

between Earth and Mars.

Other elements of the plan offered the Space Task Group

specified a wide range of scientific and economic 
applications for

unmanned craft as well. Critics thought the plan gave an undue emphasis

to building further transportation capabilities at the expense of

science. The defenders made a case that the low cost transportation

operations would be the key to future benefits to all other 
space

users. These included the launch of unmanned deep space probes

at lower cost from the manned station in orbit, together with

pursuit of medical research, industrial applications 
in orbit,

Earth resources applications, and advancing technology.
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Lunar Exploration

If the new program is implemented, it will not attain

operational status until the latter part of the 1970's. Meanwhile,

the existing Apollo program at the rate of two or three flights

a year probably will be continued from Apollo 13 through 20,

although this is always subject to fiscal and operational

contingencies.

As our confidence and experience grows, it is hoped to follow

the early landings already made on relatively flat "seas" with landings

in the rough terrain of the highlands, inside craters, and at

more extreme latitudes. Later missions will carry added

experiments, incorporate a longer surface stay time, and even

carry a roving vehicle to carry men much farther than they can walk.

In the post-Apollo period, depending upon the results of the

present series of flights, and the degree of support obtained,

there may be moves to support an international permanent lunar

laboratory, long range surface traveling vehicles, and radio telescopes

on the backside of the moon. These are but a few of the proposals,

and they have no current official standing. Almost certainly they

would depend upon a sharp reduction in transportation costs.

The NASA current plan has been suggested as a way of cutting

round trip costs to the Moon from the present $36,000 a pound

to about $360. Such a change would open up a wider range of possibilities.

"Irv
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* Manned Planetary Fly-by and Landing Missions

NASA has no formal and approved planetary missions for men at

the present time. Under the Space Task Group plan, there is no

need to make such a decision before the mid-1970's. Over a period

of years, NASA has sponsored studies so that the general parameters

of such missions could be understood better. Although a general

recognition that manned planetary missions would come someday

dates back all the way to the Killian report of 1955, there have

been too many gaps in technical capability, and Congress has

not been enthusiastic about the estimated. cost, so that no decision

has been reached.

For a time, the Office of Manned Space Flight in NASA was

proposing adaptations of Apollo equipment to support a manned

fly-by of Mars, with a possible return by way of Venus. These plans

did not win high level support in either the executive branch or

Congress.

The outlook may be changing in response to the success of

Apollo 11. The Vice President called for a manned Mars landing

before the end of the century. Now the Space Task Group has

outlined several alternative program plans that include Mars

expeditions based upon use of the new hardware. These might cut

the cost of such a trip from the $100 billion range to the $10

billion range. The four basic vehicle elements already in the

Space Task Group plan are all that would be needed aside from a

new Mars Landing Module. No decision is expected to be made in the

next few years.
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Unmanned Planetary Missions

The Saturn hardware developed for Apollo has also been

proposed for use in unmanned planetary missions. Project

Voyager to land payloads on Mars was originally built around

use of Saturn I B, with a Centaur final stage. Discovery of

the thinness of the Martian atmosphere, together with questions

as to whether the production line for the Saturn I B would be

maintained, raised doubts as to whether its use would be feasible.

The Saturn V, carrying two complete payloads to Mars each time,

was then to be used as an alternative. Early landers in 1973

were to be followed by more complex automated biological laboratories

in 1975 or 1977 to pursue a more thorough search for life on Mars.

Delays, technical uncertainties, and especially price rises,

brought Voyager to an end. It has been replaced by Viking which is
f

less ambitious, and which relies on the Titan IIIC-Centaur kind

of launch vehicle.

One other proposal for use of the Saturn V for an unmanned

mission is that of the Grand Tour of the outer planets to be

launched late in the 1970' s. A rather rare alignment of the

outer planets will permit payloads to swing by Jupiter, taking

readings and sending probes into its atmosphere, then being

boosted in speed by its gravity field to move on to several

other of the outer planets. A related proposal is that the Rover

nuclear rocket project might be applied as a final stage for this

Grand Tour mission. Congressional reaction has been negative to a$1
1. -,, ,. --
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plan which would eat up most of the resources of the Office of

Space Sciences and Applications. There may still be an opportunity

to do a less expensive Grand Tour either through early application

of the four element program offered the Space Task Group, or

through exploitation of some unsolicited proposals from industry

for light weight precursor craft.

In summary, almost all the plans for future NASA programs of

any magnitude which have always been evolving and changing are

now in close to a complete state of flux. The recommendations

to the Space Task Group are so sweeping that until and after new

decisions are made about their basic elements of commonality,

most other major decisions will remain in limbo.

.. -
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CONCLUSIONS

This report has identified Project Apollo, traced its origins

and history, described its hardware and operations. It has also

described the varieties of missions which have been proposed recently

by NASA as extensions or replacements of the present Apollo.

Inevitably a project of such magnitude, pursued over so many years

under changing conditions is surrounded by policy questions. The

ones raised below are at least representative of those before the

Congress, often coming up in floor debate.

Was Apollo Worth Its Cost?

This question cannot be answered by any objective criterion,

nor compared in any practical manner with what else might have

been done with the same resources. Such comparisons often pre-

suppose a fixed size and existing full exployment for the total

economy, and that Congress was equally willing to put funds into

the alternate programs. Apollo was overwhelmingly approved on

a bipartisan basis when initiated, with the understanding it

was not worth undertaking unless that commitment was pursued for

some years. Its critics have every right to disagree later on

whether it was a wise choice, but the resources and human effort

which made it a reality have been expended and are not retriev-

able now.

What Has Project Apollo Accomolished?

Some critics would say that it has distorted our national

capabilities by overemphasizing one kind of technology at the

omw011 "IT -T 7T
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expense of balanced growth in many other areas. Its friends would

say that Apollo has made major contributions across a broad front

of many kinds of science, technology, and industrial management,

whose indirect spinoffs will go far to keep American technology

competitive and progressive. Either view can be overstated. But

what can be said with greater certainty is this: The Nation

has created a reliable capability to operate in space for many

purposes through a remarkably rapid application and coordination

of a vast array of modern technology. Further, Apollo has done

much to set a tone in the world for American capability and openness.

While a number of other national policies, right or wrong, have

brought us opprobrium, the Apollo success has been widely acclaimed

and vicariously shared in by all nations. The Soviet publicity

of a decade ago that success in space must be heeded as a measure

of the success of a political system (theirs) now is consider-

ably muted, and their rocket blackmail is not quite so blatant.

Has Apollo Answered Our Questions about the Moon and Cosmology?

In the most direct sense, Apollo has proved that man can

fly to the Moon, land there, and return, demolishing some of the

arguments to the contrary which claimed both that the environment

made this impossible and that -technology could not overcome these

hazards.

In the matter of new scientific knowledge, Apollo has-no more

brought us final answers to fundamental questions than does sci-I entific discovery in other fields. Limited discoveries always

WIF
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bring a larger number of new questions as well as refinement of

old questions. It will be many years before the discoveries

already made can be assessed and supplemented to resolve the

new contradictory interpretations already in evidence following

the flights to date.

Can Apollo Be Turned into an International Effort?

A number of people would like to see costs of Apollo spread

more widely, and any competitive elements in the program minimized

as unneccessarily chauvinistic. At the present time there are

practical limits to successful coordination and cost sharing. Many

American astronauts have small enough opportunities to fly in

Apollo as to discourage raising the hopes for a larger corps of

men who would require some years of training. Other international

ventures in space have not brought forth the levels of financial

support which would create much sense of partnership in a pro-

ject the magnitude of Apollo. In principle, however, there is no

reason an international effort in the longer run could not be

undertaken. By treaty, the United States makes no territorial

claims to the Moon, and all nations can benefit from our published

findings and shared samples of lunar material. Later, they may

be willing to join with us in supporting an international lunar

laboratory.

A related question is whether the United States should insist

upon all cooperation being multinational, or whether it would

be willing to work bilaterally with the Soviet Union to the exclu-

sion of other nations. if only the Russians prove to have both
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the technical capability and resources to join in such an effort.

ih Further Missions, and at What Pace?

This question has been explored in part through the chapter

on the Apollo future, but the answers to the Congress will not

come easily in every respect. The Nation lacks any definitive

mechanism for weighing the values of one program compared with

another when the goals are disparate. Priorities set one year may

have a different meaning in other years, and yet technology does

not always match our budget cycles.

Priorities must be set in the context of fiscal constraints,

and public feelings about national needs. Still, many national

programs are not operated in response to popular referendums because

of their growing complexities of content, and obscure secondary

effects. Programs cannot be turned on and off on short notice

without great waste, irregularities of expenditure peaking, diffi-

cult problems of working team recruitment and training, and severe

dislocations to regional economies.

A challenge to the Congress is the creation of mechanisms and

understanding which will reconcile technical choices and procedures

understood by specialists and technicians with the humanist require-

ments of a diverse, multi-goaled society which believes in repre-

sentative government.

Project Apollo and its follow-ons will present typical problems

of this nature to which the Congress responds through its authorizing

and appropriating powers.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A -- Table of Apollo Flights is a chronological

listing of all the Saturn Apollo related flights. The elements

of the highest orbit attained are given where applicable, together

with the flight duration, and the number of revolutions around the

Earth or the Moon as appropriate. The weights are very arbitrary

in a sense, but are as used in NASA records. For the Saturn I

flights, they generally represent total weight in orbit, but

for the Saturn V flights they represent the weight directed out

of Earth orbit toward the Moon. "Boilerplate" refers to simulated

payloads not equipped with the actual structures and instruments

of operational payloads, but suitable for vehicle test purposes.

Appendix B -- Specifications of Apollo Craft proved very diffi-

cult to assemble. With every flight, continuing design refine-

ments change the numbers, and these are not all announced at one

time, so that there are some internal inconsistencies among the

numbers. Nonetheless they are generally indicative of the mag-

nitudes involved. Data are given on each stage of the Saturn I B

and the Saturn V and for each of the spacecraft or associated major

elements of the assemblage.

Appendix C -- Astronaut Assignments by Apollo Flights is fairly

straight-forward, giving the three prime crew and three back-up

crew members for each flight.
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Appendix D -- Full Names of Apollo Astronauts and Their Flight

Experience provides some information beyond the previous appendix,

by including not only complete names but also previous flight

experience, if any, in the Mercury and Gemini programs. The

detail with the list is restricted to prime assignments completed

or pending, except for those astronauts who have only back-up

Apollo assignments.

Appendix E & F -- Drawings to Scale of Saturn V Compared with

Saturn I B and of Command and Service Modules . These are largely

self explanatory, and the dimensions to be applied can be found

in Appendix B.
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APPENDIX A -- Table of Apollo Flights

Inclina-
Launch Apogee Perigee tion Period Duration

Vehicle (miles) (miles) (degrees) (min.)' ' -(hrs., mins.)

, 28

a 18

I16

ry 25

J 30

It"i26

Saturn

Saturn

Saturn

Saturn

Saturn

Apollo

Apollo

Apollo

Apollo

Apollo

6

7

9

8

10

Apollo 1 (201)

LI1 5 Apollo 2 (203)

Atg 25

;i 27

t4' 9

22

\1'I 4

28

3

" 18

16

14

Apollo 3 (202)

Apollo 4 (2014)
Apollo 4 (501)

Apollo

Apollo

Apollo

Apollo

5(204A)

6 (502)

7 (205)

8 (503)

Apollo 9 (5o14)
Gumdrop & Spider

Saturn I

Saturn I

Saturn

Saturn

Saturn

I

I

I

Saturn IB

Saturn IB

Saturn IB

Saturn IB
Saturn V

Saturn

Saturn

Saturn

Saturn

IB

V

IB

V

Saturn V

Apollo 10 (505) Saturn V
Charlie Brown & Snoopy

Apollo 11 (506) Saturn V
Columbia & Eagle

Apollo 12 (507) Saturn V
Yankee Clipper & Intrepid

140 124

141 116

462

459

336

308

316

323

31.8

31.8

31.7

31.8

28.9

88.5

88.6

97.0

97.2

95.5

309 5000 miles away

131 113 32.0 88.5

699 17800 miles away

11,205 115

208

13,x473

278

231,000

313

231,000

231,000

231,000

10I4

111

102

103

125

117

120

120

30.1 #v336

31.6

32.5

31.6

30.7

33.8

32.5

32.5

32.5

89.5

385.2

r43 days

ce 4 days

c'15 years

p- 15 years

e+ 12 years

:40

6 hours

1:23

8:36

r.21 days

9:59

90.3 260:09

147:00

91.5 241:01

192:03

195:18

. 244:36

! iib e Name

=MOM
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Revolu- Weight
tions (lbs.)

50 38,900 Boilerplate
BP-13

58 39,200 Boilerplate
BP-15

33,200 Boilerplate
BP-16

33,000 Biolerplate
BP-26

33,000 Boilerplate
BP-9A

0 33,800 CSM 009

4 58,500 None

0 44,700 CSM 011

145,000? CSM 012
3 93,710 CSM 017

LTA lOR

31,700 LM-1

2 93,885 CSM 020
LTA 2R

163 45,374 CSM 101

2E 96,260 CSM 103
10M LTA-B

151 103,985 CSM 104
LM-3

2E 107,230 CSM 106
31M LM-14

2E 109,565 CSM 107
30M LM-5

2E 109,800 CSM 108
145M LM-6

No recovery planned. To test compatibility of
spacecraft with Saturn I vehicle.
No recovery planned. to test launch exit environ-
ment including escape rocket jettison.

No recovery planned. Also carried
oid satellite.
No recovery planned. Also carried
oid satellite.
No recovery planned. Also carried
meteoroid satellite.

Pegasus I meteor-

Pegasus II meteor-

Pegasus III

Recovered. First flight of Saturn I B and Apollo
spacecraft. Tested heat shield at Earth orbital
speed reentry.
No recovery planned. Tested vent and restart capa-
bility of S-IVB stage but exploded during fourth
orbit.
Recovered. Tested reentry of heat shield at higher
than Earth orbital velocities.

Fatal fire during ground test.
Recovered. First flight test of Saturn V. Tested
heat shield at speed simulating lunar reentry
velocity.

No recovery planned. First flight of lunar module,
verifying ascent and descent propulsion systems.
Recovered, but reentry speed lower than planned fol-
lowing propulsion troubles in all three stages,
including no restart of S-IVB
Recovered. First manned flight. Maneuvered with
SPS engine, returned TV and photo pictures.
Recovered. First manned flight to Moon and lunar
orbit. Returned TV and photo pictures.

Recovered. First manned flight to test rendezvous
and docking with lunar module.
Recovered. First manned flight to rendezvous and
dock in lunar orbit.

Recovered. First manned landing on the Moon and
return.
Recovered. Second manned landing on the Moon with
high accuracy, returning part of Surveyor 3.
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Inclina-
Launch Apogee Perigee tion
Vehicle (miles) (miles) (degrees)

Period Duration
(min. ) (hrs.. min . )

(m,(r. min

Apollo 13 (508)

Apollo 14 (509)

Apollo 15 (510)

Date Name

1970
Saturn V

Saturn V

Saturn V
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Revolu- Weight Payload Results
tonss (lbs.)

CSM 109
LM-7
CSM 110
IM-8
CSM 111
,M-9
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APW.UITX B.---Specifications of Apollo Hardware

SATURN I B

S-I B
80.3 ft
21.4 ft

1,000,000 lbs

1,600,000 lbs
8, RP-L, LOX

Interstate

8,081 lbs

Length
Diameter
Weight

Loaded
Weight

Empty
Thrust
Engines,
Fuel
Payload

SATURN V

Length
Diameter
Weight
Loaded

Weight

Thrust
Engines,

Fuel
Payload
E.G.
TLI

S-TV B
58.4 ft
21.7 ft

253,000 lbs

225,000
1, LH2 ,LOX

".q-I C

lbs

-TT

138 ft
33 ft

5,030,715 lbs

lbs
lbs

287,850
7,620,427

5, RP-1, LOX

81
33

ft
ft

1,060,420 lbs

80,220
1,161,414

5, LH 2 , LOX

lbs
lbs

SPACECRAFT

Length
Diameter
Weight
Loaded

Weight
Empty

Thrust
Engines,

Fuel

Escape Rocket

33 ft
4 ft

8,945 lbs

189,900 lbs

Solid

Command Module Service Module

2ft
12.9 ft

22.6 ft
12.9 ft

12,365 lbs 51,105 lbs

11,800 lbs
20,500 lbs

Command and
Service Mods

35.0 ft
12.9 ft

63,470

23,800

1, hydrazine with
UDMH, N2 04

11,465 lbs 8,035

IMIWI

,tee 3 ,.1 }, '' . - 't. . ii.: " ,
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Instrument
Ini t

Total
Tapnch Velhnle

3 ft
21.7 ft

4,500 lbs

Total
Pa load

v V1i.CL y VCl.
138 ft

Launch Vehicle &

224 ft

1,300,000 lbs

153,000 lbs

40,000 lbs

Instrument
UTnit

Total
L h 

n v i

Total Launch Vehicle
. i' _ - Uauncn v ehici e and Payload

cz8 t -.-

21.7 ft

262,070 lbs

25,050 lbs

1, LH2 ,LOX

21.7 ft
282 ft

4,275 lbs

363 ft

6,200,000 lbs

430,000 lbs

285,000 lbs
100,000 lbs

Lunar Module
Ascent

i. L

9.8 ft

Lunar Module
Descent

9.8 ft

Lunar Module
Combined

9.8 ft

22,209 lbs

4,265 lbs
9,870 lbs

32,650 lbs

10,270 lbs

1, hydrazine
UDMH,N2 04

with 1, hydrazine, with
UDMH, N2 04

S-TV B

Adaptor

21.8 ft

4,107 lbs 9,812 lbs

5,071 lbs
3,500 lbs

Total

82 ft
2;8A ft. 12 3 ft -- 11 4+I'lnr i-

" .
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APPENDIX C -- Astronaut Assignments by Apollo Flights

Command Pilot
Prime Crew
CM Pilot

Backup Crew
LM Pilot Command Pilot CM Pilot LM Pilot

Grissom
Schirra
Borman
McDivitt
Stafford
Armstrong
Conrad

Lovell
Shep ard

White
Eisele
Lovell
Scott
Young
Collins
Gordon
Mattingley
Roosa

Chaffee
Cunningham
Anders
Schweickart
Cernan
Aldrin
Bean
Haise
Mitchell

Schirra
Stafford
Arms trong
Conrad

Cooper
Lovell
Scott

Young
Cernan

Eisele

Young
Aldrin
Gordon
Eisele
Anders
Worden

Sweigert
Evans

Cunningham
Cernan

Haise
Bean
Mitchell
Haise
Irwin
Duke

Engle

Apollo
Flight

(4)
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

i

Lfl
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M I

9.

Edwin Eugene Aldrin, Jr.
William Alison Anders
Neil Alden Armstrong
Alan LaVern Bean
Frank Borman
Eugene Andrew Cernan
Roger B. Chaffee
Michael Collins
Charles Conrad, Jr.
Leroy Gordon Cooper, Jr.
Ronnie Walter Cunningham
Charles Moss Duke, Jr.
Donn Fulton Eisele
Joe Henry Engle
Ronald Ellwin Evans
Richard Francis Gordon, Jr.
Virgin Ivan Grissom
Fred Wallace Haise, Jr.
James Benson Irwin
James Arthur Lovell, Jr.
James Alton McDivitt
Thomas Kenneth Mattingley II
Edward Dean Mitchell
Stuart Allen Roosa
Walter Marty Schirra, Jr.
Russell Louis Schweickart

Alan Bartlett Shepard, Jr.
Thomas Patten Stafford
John Leonard Swigert , Jr.
Edward Higgins White
Alfred Merrill Worden
John Watts Young

USAF
USAF
civilian
USN
USAF
USN
USN
USAF
USN
USAF
civilian
USAF
USAF
USAF
USN
USN
USAF
civilian
USAF
USN
USAF
USN
USN
USAF
USN
civilian
USN
USAF
civilian
USAF
USAF
USN

GT 12
A8
GT 8
A 12
GT 7
GT 9
[A 4]
GT 10
GT 5
MA 9

AT
(BU A 13)
A A
(BU A 14)
(BU A 14)

GT 11
MR 4
(A 13)
(BU A 12)
GT 7
GT 4
(A 13)
(A 14)
(A 14)
MA 8

A 9
MR 3
GT 6
(BU A 13)
GT 4
(BU A 12)
GT 3

A 11

A 11

A 8
A 10

A 11
GT 11
GT 5

A 12
GT 3

GT 12
A9

A 12
(BU A 10)

[A 4]

A 8 (A13)

GT 6 A7

(A 14)
GT 9 A 10

[A 4]

GT 10 A 10
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APPENDIX D -- Full Names of Apollo Astronauts and
Their Flight Experience

This list is alphabetical. It includes only those astronauts who have
had Apollo flight assignments. It lists previous Mercury and Gemini
flights as well as Apollo flights. Back-up assignments are given only
for those men who have not also made actual flights. These are marked
in parens with the prefix BU. The three astronauts killed in the fire
of what would have been Apollo 4 have that assignment marked in brackets.
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